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Foreword from Phil
In the five years or so since the Crocodile Prize for literature
began we have seen an abundance of work from talented Papua
New Guinean writers, poets and essayists. In a country with a
strong oral tradition poetry seems to be a natural fit but it has
been a mixed bag with a strong propensity for free verse and
prose most apparent. There have been exceptions of course. One
of these is Michael Dom. He has consistently demonstrated a
technical mastery of the form coupled with a forensic eye for
imagery and a sense of the moment, be it political, topical or
mundane. It has been this high standard that has seen him
recognised as Papua New Guinea’s unofficial poet laureate. This
collection brings together some of his best work, along with ten
new poems never before published.
Our involvement in the Crocodile Prize will begin to wind down
during 2016. After that it will hopefully be continued by the little
band of writers that have accompanied us over these last five or
so exciting years. As we write there is no guarantee that this will
happen, Papua New Guinea being what it is. Our most fervent
hope is that we will leave an enthused and talented group of
writers who will uphold the legacy of the prize. We feel certain
that Michael Dom will be among this number. This current
collection therefore comes at the beginning of an historic
moment in Papua New Guinean literature. As such it represents
the best of our expectations. We hope there will be much more
after it.
Phil Fitzpatrick
Co-Founder of the Crocodile Prize
National Literary Awards of Papua New Guinea
www.crocodileprize.org
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Some words from KJ
Somehow, through forces not evident or apparent, in Michael
Dom Papua New Guinea produced a world class poet.
He is a poet equally capable of devious nuance, spiralling
metaphor and rock-crushing bellicosity; sometimes in the one
piece of writing and always with a message.
Words as Gifts reminds us that Michael Dom has been writing
poetry for 20 years, plenty of time to hone a style and a purpose.
And that purpose has been frequently political, keeping a
weather eye on those who seek to exercise power and especially
those who exercise it in their own rather than in the common
interest.
But this collection takes us elsewhere: into the realm of the
poet’s personal experience, into his relationships with beings
animate and inanimate and into the core of what it means to be
a Melanesian and a poet.
By the time I first encountered Michael Dom’s work five years
ago, he was already an accomplished poet. He had mastered the
art and forged his own style and decided that whatever he wrote
should resonate and soar and translate the reader into his writing
as an insider. There are no bystanders in this world of vivid
imagery, wrenching honesty and lyricism.
And frequently we are reminded of the comedic streak that
frequently flashes through Michael Dom’s poetry and which one
suspects is often a means of dealing with a world that is too bigugly and irrational.
This is a valuable collection for a number of reasons, serving as a
retrospective of poetic development, a repository of great verse,
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and a reminder that poetry is a living form that geographical
remoteness, educational disregard and cultural isolation can
never suppress.

Keith Jackson AM
Co-Founder of the Crocodile Prize
National Literary Awards of Papua New Guinea
www.crocodileprize.org
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Dedication
Dear Reader,
I have been creating poetry for twenty years and this collection
celebrates the score.
The main reason for this chapbook was to make some of my
previously published work accessible as a free download from
the website Keith Jackson & Friends: PNG Attitude – the books
are available elsewhere.
Having earned a reputation for poetry on socio-political agenda I
have chosen in this small collection to focus on personal life,
characters and experience.
About thirty poems were published in At Another Crossroads
(2013 UPNG Press), another ten poems were published in The
Musing of an Assistant Pig Keeper (2015 CreateSpace) while ten
poems are completely new.
I send these words as gifts to you, dear Reader.
M.T. Dom
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Early days
1995-2004
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Oasis
Life is a Desert
Desire a Mirage
And Love an Oasis.
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A Kokoda Experience
It’s tough, bloody hard work
Climbing mountains
Any kind of mountain
Whether it be Maguli Range
And the Golden Staircase
Or a mountain of homework
But once you’re at the top
It’s a fantastic feeling
And a magnificent view
It’s a long road we’re traveling on
And if you’re doing it by yourself
It’s a very lonely one
So look to your brother
He may need a hand with his pack
And look to your sister
You may need to carry her
On your back
Don’t worry about the pain
Or the dampness
And the drizzling rain
The night that’s so cold
Will soon grow old
Be brave be bold
Put one foot before the other
And keep your eyes on the track
Don’t even think about
The load on your back
‘Coz when you reach
12

The end of your journey
And you sit back
Relax and reminisce
You may just laugh
And say with a heartfelt wish
I’ll be back.
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When It Falls
Like a rock
Made of rain
When it falls
Feel the pain
Hear the beat
Faster now
Times so sweet
Hour after hour
Eyes and hands
Teeth and hair
Far she stands
Does he dare?
Touch and smell
Food and wine
Naivety quells
The young hearts pine
Butterflies and flowers
Chocolate cakes, red roses
Time was never theirs
So the ending closes
Like a rock
Made of rain
When it falls
14

Feel the pain
Hear the beat
Slower now
Times so incomplete
Hour after hour.
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Another Footnote
Brutalized, Battered
Torn, Tattered
Twisted, Blistered
Beaten, Broken, Choked
Dehumanized, Desensitized
Demoralized, Delinquent
I blame God.
He blames me.
One more time
It ends in vain
Once again I take the blame
Run fingers, open flesh
on a serrated razor edge
Seeking solace in solitude
ease the bullets from their chambers
To cure me of this cancer
will kill me just as surely
Two faced, Deceitful
Shameless Wretch
Discarded, Disregarded
Berated, Segregated, Hated
History will forget.
Society will regret.
I am a sad reminder
of what they’ve left behind them.
Incomplete in me
A severage somewhere
A missing link
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Faulty transmission, Bad connection
Tool malfunction, Terminal fracture
Complete rupture, Crumbs for sure
Disconnection, Disintegration
Disillusion, Dissolution, Dis-all
Crumbling, Collapsing
Feeling fragmentary
Split personality
Unlaced, Unbound
Undone, I’m done.
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Cry
GOD!
WHAT AM I?
What Am I? what am i?…
I am less than I hoped to be
Not, what I dreamed to be
I am
Perfectly flawed
And framed in pain
I have wasted my flesh
Chasing rashly, fantasies
I wished to posses
Torment is my brother
And loneliness
My closest friend
I am sinking
Deeper and deeper
Near the end
END!
I Want It To End
The torture,
God! Let it end, let it end…
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How long, how long, …
How long will it go on
And it was wrong
So very wrong
Again and again and again
I am, I am
Perfectly flawed
And framed in pain.
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All these are mine
These Thoughts are mine
But for now the Words remain Unspoken
Is it not Good to know the Pleasure and Pain
Of Love and Loss and Life?
These Feelings are mine
And arise besides my Intent and Meaning
Can I have Erred or been Misled
And did I not feel their Rapture?
These Dreams are mine
And Haunt me still
In Silent Pools of Memory
Their Ripples stir Impatiently.
These Wishes are mine
But for now remain as Whispers
Will they Prevail with Time and Tide
And Become my Justification?
These Promises are mine
And for now remain Unbroken
Is it unwise to speak of Hopes and Dreams
And the as yet Untainted Future?
These Mistakes are mine
And I alone have suffered their Grief’s
Would that I had lived it Otherwise
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And not Withstood their Torture?
These Questions are mine
And for now remain Unanswered
Will answers be Sought or soon Emerge
Will they bring Peace or Madness?
These Truths are mine
And I know them well
‘There is a Light and the Night surrounds it’*
Grief lurks in the Shadow of Laughter
These Paths are mine
And I have yet to Tread them
The Heart may sigh and come to Rest
But the Soul forever Quests.
These Deeds are mine
Who is to judge their Conclusions?
What have I yet to do?
I cannot, must not say
For Silence too is mine
Even as the Ink Speaks from these pages
My Thoughts drive Unwilling Hands
How can they still be mine?
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To wound
Empty days are longer by the minute
Ambivalent vacancies thread a cauterizing blaze
Through every pore of my being
Even now I am uncertain
If it was cleansing or corrupting
Some wounds do not heal completely.
I wonder every so often
What words I could have used
Why you chose yours as you did
True, I did not know you, but likewise
It was not all of me you knew
Our paths crossed once, for always.
Being together was such bliss
Being apart, too much to bear
But if we had had advance warning
Those days may still have come to pass
We took each step knowingly, willingly
They watched and waited, who knew far less.
So if by chance, in dreaming you,
Should my way pass askance
Know now that you are marked
Your footprints left a clear trail
In the wilderness of my memory
They do not fade away so easily.
22

When everything else has blended
To the grayness where life is played
Remember that once we walked
On the bright borders of what could have been
Those days were full and we had yet to wound
And be wounded.
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So near, so far – a sonnet to transience
Why do you have to be a shooting star?
To come so near, yet fall so far.
For all to see but none to feel
Your blazing flame that was so surreal
The Silent Sky with cold black glare
Did see, did feel your hasty flare
He does not speak and ne’er will tell
Your tale he keeps with those who fell
The fiery path that was your light
Is as silent and black as the Old Night
No tracing scar to show your burning
No memory of your bright journeying
Why do you have to be a shooting star?
To come so near, yet fall so far.
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Yobawandaruanem
I come to you–I come to you
You are the Tall Tree
Of the name my father’s had respected
Your name gives us strength
You call to me and I must come
I will come
Surely I come to you.
Yobawandaruanem
I come to you–I come to you
You stand above men
High above me stretch your mighty arms
Your shadow is my resting place
You shelter me and I live
I will live
Safely I live under you.
Yobawandaruanem
You are the Tall Tree
Of the name my father’s had respected
You stand above men
High above me stretch your mighty arms
Yobawandaruanem
I come to you–I come to you
You are the Tall Tree that calls me home
I come to you–I come to you.
25

It’s waking up time: new born
Shhh!
Quietly now
It’s waking up time
Softly, softly sleeping child
Even a littlest loudly noises
Lying here, eyes closed ever so lightly
A listening, listening for our voices
Ears will point to whispers
Let eyes them open on their own
So clear and brightly shining
Then all’s nicely sights n’ sounds: new born
You’re home, in gentle arms a rocking
They’ve been waiting and waiting
And now a chance for sensing things
Together with you, anew for us too
We’ll walk in silent talks in private worlds
Just us, later them, now just us: new born
All mixed up colours and form
Then us smell’s soon familiar warm
Sweet little thief
Who’s hearts you be a stealing
Small hands hold big ones in tender steel
So sleepy you, more waking still
Smile for us now a helpless yawning
Soon be returning to your winsome dreaming
Will shoulders make a pillow tall
Then rest a little by a little
And awaken quietly again
26

Sijo for Tawa
My Tawa, / remember me /
And recall / that first sweet bloom /
Of flowers / in a garden /
Where my strong arms, / once carried you. /
T’was your smile, / lifting my weak heart, /
Taught me to love / another.
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Sab siti & around
2002-2006
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Haiku written about night time at a
village along the Papua coast
the house is empty
fighting gecko’s wake the dog:
enters lahara
sleepless rambling dreams
drugged by the tropical night:
flee the veranda!
neighbours offer tea –
no security lamps here
only buai palms
bubus fire is lit:
shadows playing with torches
their voices pass by
far off sparks flicker
‘twixt dark skies and black waters:
children are laughing
the floorboard nails squeak –
with bellies full of sago
and smoked magani
a bone dry palm frond
crashes to the ground nearby –
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another dog barks
warm, ghostly sleek sand
slides softly between bare toes –
somewhere a pig grunts
glowing graveyard path:
beyond the coconut grove
the bursting seabed (there awaits the sea)
smooth liquid embrace
soaking and soothing, at once
fish skim the surface
murky reflections
have robbed me of my laughter:
stars and eyes glisten
seas hold no quarter:
an irresistible draw
to moonless vigils
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A dinghy ride by starlight
There is an echo even now. Awakening
From haunted dreams, late in the night
A memory of a dinghy ride by starlight:
The noise of the motor reverberating
Off the coast, above the rushing waves,
Cold and damp from sea spray and rain:
Phosphorescent glittering streams in
Our passing wake arise from unknown
Depths as we skim their salty matrix:
Dark ragged hills like a rip in the fabric
Of a jet black sky and the ghostly white
Foam of the relentless Solomon Sea:
A shoreline strewn with the debris of
That unending war: A warning to steer
Clear off, but to keep a parallel course:
Speak not of crows for I have seen them
In a mist shrouded morning at Rabaraba
Where they held their nodding congress.
And Champion’s surprise at finding me
There, upon his arrival, was worth a
Hundred voyages into Anuki Country.
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She is His mystery
Raging through cosmos unbound
Beyond reason or sight or sound
As mortal day follows blessed night
We are all satellites of His might.
Tremble ye, as He approaches
Serene She, with beguiling whispers
Arms as tan brown and white reaches
Sand bars and beaches with sleepy promises
Salty-sweet breath in lingering kisses
She teases so and so She teaches.
Borderless as His immaculate azure
Deeper is Her blue brimming below
His power becomes Her
And Thy will be done.
When She speaks, the Earth responds
For She has conquered all
There is a beauty in Her every motion
And a wonder in each mood
Her love is elemental
It pervades and preserves.
In the cauldron of Her ocean
Flashing silver is a twinkling of Her eyes
A myriad of colors, is Her potion
The world is Her canvass
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Rioting flora are Her pallet mess
Vitality in every stroke of Her brush.
Each footstep She washes out
Concrete and steel She will reclaim
She is the Sea and in everything we see
More so, She is His mystery
And will be adored even as She is feared
For Her tempest rages merciless
And renewal is found only
In the wake of Her destruction.
Bathe in the wonder of this Creation
And surrender to Their Majesty.
His omnipotence: Her love transcending
At play in salt sprays, in froth and foam
Ever reaching is He.
Ever are Her depths unfathomed.
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The Bug Collector
A half-moon wind caresses naked skin
as a whispered prayer takes flight
Love me well when you dream tonight
Moonlight hosts a symphony
with natures orchestral might
Insecta songs they sing , for you
and friends in your care, I in theirs
At these unholy hours
thoughts prove masochistic
wise counsel naught but acoustic
Un- remittance rends and rips
love so melancholic grips in violent tics
Unpleasant distance will cause regret
for in passions sad neglect
lust and jealousy are bred
Thence in stealth their war is waged
through empty fortresses, razed
where loves light hath fled
but for one last cry distressed
Alas, with deeds time hath cheated
surrendered prayers gone unheeded
lay thee abed, in privacy to wed
and weep alone instead
for those whom companionship
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hath left for dead
As mounted specimens in camphor beds
Insecta songs they sang to deafness
with only a half-moon wind as witness
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A ‘c’ change
If you should search for knowledge
To answer the riddle of your self
All the books found on every library shelf
Might not relieve your puzzle a smidge
Because ‘h’ is the difference of self from shelf
Search within and you’ll see without eyes.
Things happen in a test tube
That we can easily observe and explain
But anywhere outside of it
It’s not quite the same
That’s because it’s out in the open
Where there’s less control and closure.
Some advise taking only two steps
Once into and once out of water
Supposedly while you’re watching
Perpendicular to a flowing stream
So firstly you get your feet wet
And then you get them dry.
Or you take the opposite length
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Over the adjacent length
Then every measured distance
Makes each tangent different
But if trigonometry was used at Pisa
That’s not why the place is famous.
So if a princess was in a tower
And let’s assume she was a prisoner
At least she should have a window
Because horizons offer a fine view
Then the next time the witch calls her
Rapunzel throws down her chair.
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I love your smile
I love your smile, your knowing smile
Of sweet desire, a woman’s wiles,
That slight lip curl, my head a whirl,
Around your little pinkie, twirl’d,
A smooch, a smirk, to drive me wild!
My weakness does not leave me mild,
Instead it aggravates my child!
You’ve shown me to another world,
I love your smile.
I tussle with my pride, meanwhile
You watch amused and slightly riled.
You wonder if I’ll take your pearl
And sink into your tender swirl.
Tho I’m no swine, no brute, no child,
I love your smile.
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Pale One
Let me remember
One beautiful day
Untouched by illusion
Ever as it was meant to be
Let it be mine
Let it be ours
Always
Then all would be well
And the darkness would retreat
Under the sun of that bright memory
More blessed are we
After all we have seen
Yesterday’s dreams came to pass
And tomorrows hope remains
Unexpectedly both, but welcome
Now we understand that we shared
A communion of souls
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Where we lived
There were coconut trees, I remember
Four, which would have me at the door
With the sounds of their arrival
I creamed them for us
And we did not want more.
There was the wind that night, a sign
Tempestuous love affair of earth and sea
And we did not know that
That time would soon be at an end
We talked of the barren grapevine
And listened in silence
To words left unsaid.
Now where we lived is a memory
Unpleasantly sweet it clings to me
And the fall of every nut is a misery
And the cream is not as rich
As where we lived.
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Ples we mitupela i bin stap wantaim
Ol kokonas diwai i bin sanap, mi tingim yet
Fopela, i save mekim mi ron igo long dua
Taim pairap bilong pundaun i toksave olsem ol i kam
Mi grisim kaikai wantaim kokonas
Na mitupela inapim laik stret
Strongpela win i bin kam long nait, em soim piksa
Bikpela laikim wantaim pait i stap namel long graun na
solwara
Na mitupela ino bin save olsem
Dispela taim bai pinis klostu
Mitupela stori long diwai-wine em i no karim kaikai
Na putim iau tasol
Long ol toktok i nogat nek
Dispela ples nau em stap long tingting tasol
Swit bilong em i save bagarapim mi
Na pairap bilong ol kokonas i save givim bel hevi
Na gris bilong ol ino bikpela tumas
Olsem ples we mitupela i bin stap wantaim.
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September Leave
It was good, together, with all of us
You and me, nothing held in reserve
We talked, argued and cried
Laughed and swore, in love and anger
Nights and days, sleeping or standing
Close and aways, no longer alone
Lae, Goroka and Simbu, pictures and stories
For show and tell, muggy warm, wet cold
Bright sunlit days, overcast and windy
Sleepy long bus rides, tiring walks
Short tempers, long apologies
Hands as instruments hurt, healed and held
Fahfahlaway now, but still holding me close.
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Catch mulai Pitz K
On a Desert Road
we wore grim black
where once we laughed and swore
drank beer and more, made war
on rival suburban gangs
Now sprinkle tears
and whisper prayers
into a dry noon breeze
For a friend, our friend Pitz K
We were 685 Soul’s
and glad we came to feel that pain
Although it may not be tomorrow
we will see his face again
Then we will joke
at the things we’ve seen
as we talk about how dumb-shit
we once had been.
We’d watched him run in union
that bony frame, intimidating
Again upon a crowded field
we watched as he went, unhesitating
No rising now at the whistle blown
His box our last and final tackle.
We buried him well
We sank him deep
and raised his cross up high
That was how we felt that day
and how Pitz K would fly.
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At Labu Station
2006-2010
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In the now and here
Thoughts in a day
Are a measure
Acts are of being,
Etched in its matrix,
As you and I are.
Dreams, the emancipation
Of formless thought
Awaiting conception
In the now and here
Who dares, lives them!
Flee from tenuous bondage
Be free my friend
Take up thy hammer
Let thy stroke fall
As doth hands of time
Ringing upon Gods anvil!
Let thy life be now and here
For one fleeting moment!
Resonated through creation!
A breath is but this instant
Then heard no more
What now ask heaven?
In quiet nocturnal view
Do those cosmic lights
Search for us too?
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Lucky little lizard
Tak! Tak! Tak-tak, tak-tak, tak-tak, tak-tak! …
Small mercies fall upon a tin roof
Glad tidings whistle through rafters
A pleasant evening between here and there
And a song to share with musing geckos
Eating silly bugs bedazzled
By luminous glows.
Tchk! Tchk-tchk, tchk-tchk, tchk-tchk! …
Staccato feeling at a flick of tail
Defying laws that hold me
Neither over nor under
Neutrally buoyant or rather
Drowning in suspended animation
Better a ceiling clinging critter.
Tshhh! Tshhh-tshhh, tshhh! tshh, tssshhhhhh!
Simmering rice on a hot gas stove
Is habit not hunger driven
Mouthful of moth
He scurries off
Like some freak reflection
Of me entering the kitchen.
Wibbly-wobbly, dribbly-gobbly, bibbly-bobbly, blur!
Glaring, defiant, lizard to giant
In retort to my musing, at a meager moth,
He snaps once then twice –it’s gone!
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In a quick lick n’ a wink: ‘Urrrp!’
Then them-there glazed eyes
Lucky little lizard.
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Fleeing these halls
In this sweet little pig pen
Walls that once were friends
And bold shields
For lounge room warriors
Now barricade
Detain indefinitely, denying
Beyond them imaginings
For ravenous captives
With restless longing and fears
Choose now the door
Indulgence to ruin, or
Patience to pride
An unforgiving master waits
With bitter destinies to navigate
Seize propitious offerings
Fleeing these halls
To uncertain fate
Courage now, groomed in isolation
Seclusion of rooms
No longer resting places.
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What words?
What words dear God
For an idiom
Or an idea
Of all that this means
If only then, or when
My soul resounds
At a silent thought
Lights an eternal flame
Recalled at sacred hearths
Within quiet chambers
Wounds would heal
Once dealt unwittingly
Now in privacy, thoughts
Wrench relentlessly
At souls adrift
Through time and space
Words cut at passions denied
Allow this one impression
To swathe us
Dear God, what words?
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Send words as gifts
A painful beauty here
Ripped seams of content
Scattered at listless feet
Another separate sunrise
Aches on our horizon
Mercy please today
Gentle rain delay
Lost time and consequence
Held now in disregard
Betrayed by duty call
Send words as gifts
Appeasements for grief
Surrendered verve
To tender hands
Held now only in dreams.
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What more?
What more?
What more can I do?
For your pleasure
That will illuminate my love
As if words would
Express every thought or act.
What more?
That will compensate my error
As if gifts could
Reconcile every sorrow or wrath.
Is your pleasure
A grace or a condition?
What will suffice?
My love over my error?
What more?
What more can I do?
For your pleasure
Is there some charm
Or song and dance routine
Fealty, contrition, submission…
And Acts therein.
What covenant, what prayer
What offering, what more?
What more can I do?
For your pleasure.
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She moved me
She moved me
Hesitantly I yielded
And even more
Reluctantly succumbed
Only now I realize
Nothing seems as before
Come the dawn
Yes, come the dusk
By moonlit serenity
In every sunlit hour
Love enslaves me
Desire coursing crimson
Inspires my secret soul
Now flees trusted reason
Alas! This passions hold
Absolute the rule
Glorious the reign
Overpowering my defences
Venerated she will remain
A sweet tormentor
Unconditionally loved
And I, willingly captive
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Lost messages
Tacit passages
Swollen with perspective
A tongue to rupture
Haemorrhaging, explicit
Ink blots and such
For some to swab
But not for you
No, not for you.
Somnolent. Indolent.
In your wisdom
So it seems.
Lost messages
Hold no meaning
Or thoughts would speak
And tongues
All be silent.
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A day in the life of you and me
Our screen door creaks noisily
for us the sound of solace
pale green walls and wood floor polish
absorb every footfall with relish
Cold tiles demand their sneezes
as I reach for towels and slippers
A sleepless night deserted with my best
yawns betray those stolen morning hours
Today’s a quiet cocktail
soothing breeze and hazy sunlight
No music from our stereo
only a whistling kettle
as you lay bed-warm and gentle
sheets thrown haphazard
dreaming privately, I observe
with tender jealousy
A coffee mug to warm hands
I will await Arabica breath
before I break this peacefulness
And lost in thoughts
I’ve missed your waking
now only hands and mouth, moving hips
Easily persuasive, no chores
no sign in attendance list
just rest and love and bliss
Pleasant afternoons we recall
Long, slow walks on rainy days
Encircling arms, protective, greedy
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and a broken umbrella shared
Talking hush-hush
in mingling misty breaths
warm dry towels and home awaiting
A dark roast aroma in chill drafts
shivering into each other
Silence and closeness
and smells of damp you and me.
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Lost and found
In a corner of my bedroom,
Wedged between walls and a bed post
I found an earring you had lost.
Twelve months and forty-seven days
Of living had somehow missed it;
Some things are too easy to lose.
I took it to the kitchen bin,
Then made a cup of strong, sweet tea.
Yesterday I found another,
But this piece on a window sill,
Where I gazed on a vacant lawn.
That earring too went in the bin;
Some things we can just throw away.
Many precious things come in pairs.
But matching pairs are sometimes lost
And found, piecewise; or thrown away.
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Waiting for Kadesh
Kadesh, we are waiting for you.
Your first breath will be our sweetest memory
Your first footsteps will be an adventure into our life
We will give to you everything that we are
Our hopes will be your certainty
Our dreams will become your reality
Your aspirations will be our fantasy
Your life will become our eternity
When your hands reach to touch
You will first have us to hold
When you cry at night, we will hear you
When you awaken, we will be watching
We will comfort you when the thunder rolls
We will succour you when the night falls
We will love you with the passion from which you were born
Will you be bold? Are you not already in our hearts?
Will you be beautiful? Are you not already so?
You are for us, fulfilment in a hollow world
Where peace is more oft lost than found
And so much hatred and fear abounds
All we ever have against this is love
Our love, which you will evidence
Kadesh, we are waiting for you.
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Learning to breathe
2010 – 2014
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How to become a poet
If your heart is glass,
You must shatter it,
Then run the slivers into your hands and
Feet; a leisurely feat –
Piece by piece.
If your eyes are dim
You must gouge them out,
With a sharpened pencil, in your best hand,
Neat; deliberately neat –
Each and each.
If your ears are blunt,
You must burst their drums,
Then walk a tightrope, reach the centre and
Stand; confidently stand –
Foot to foot.
If your nose ignores
You must chop it off
With a knife, then place it on your bookstand
Sealed; hermetically sealed –
Smell no smell.
If your tongue is slack,
You must cut it out,
With the same knife, or scissors, if on hand,
Cut; incisively cut –
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Root from root.
Give up your unwilling hands, to write.
This is how to become a poet.
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I recall your virgin blossom
I recall your virgin blossom:
How you thrilled me,
With your naked potential
Wrapped around me,
As I embedded all of me, in you,
In your sacred receptacle,
In the depth of you,
Gasping on the verge of inception,
At the very ache of it!
I had to behold you.
To possess you; I alone,
To draw back the raiment that closeted your perfection
And jealously guide you into the world of men.
Not yet for them. Not quite yet. Not then,
When there was only you and I,
When you were all of mine, my precious;
Until now, that you have become, my poetry.
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At dawn on a beach somewhere
I see them now, in the light that glitters in foam,
As waves break on a beach in the grey of morn;
Between two worlds, in that moment,
I taste their salty tang, in my mouth;
When the first gasp of dawn shudders through me
And sunlight shears the horizon in a brilliant streak;
Then a grain of sand clinging between my lips,
Is coarse bread on which to break my fasting;
When youth is no more than a memory,
Where twilight borders our mortal reality;
And we each, blindly seeking our destiny,
Send our prayers to a place beyond the sea;
There, at dawn on a beach somewhere,
All our secret dreams are washed ashore.
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Beauty is in da water
My Unkol tol mi dat
Water is beautyfall
Coz beauty is in da water
It is da life giver an keeper
Dat is da why we washes in da water
Coz we wants da beauty to be on our skins
An afta we washes in da water
We looks into da mirra
Coz we wants to see da beauty
on our own skins
But beauty it’s only in da water, not on our skins
So our skins is gonna nids to wash again an again
My Unkol tol mi dat
We pipols always tinkin
About our own beauty skin
Not givin or keepin life
Dat is wat da water do for all us pipol
It flows an it gives us, an it keeps all of us in da life, free
Only da water is mirra of da sky
Nite and dae, always lookin back up
Showin da sky is beautyfall too
But da sky it’s not givin life, it’s only blue
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Beauty is like da mirra of water dat shows bigga tings abav
Like da sky, an da sta-lite in da nite dat makes more beautyfall
An dat is da why it rains
Because da water its beauty must fall back daun
Fall from da sky to da graun
Coz only dat’s where da life can be
We call it rainfall, when da water, its beauty falls from da sky
An it gives lifes to taro, banana, kumu an kaukau to grow
My Unkol tol mi dat
Dat is da why he likes waterfalls
Because it is da most beautyfall
Free falling water, powerfull of life but peacefull
An us pipols still got plenty to learn from waterfalls…
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In light of such wisdom, I am found
wanting
There was a battered old kerosene lamp
Of which my bubu had inordinate pride
He kept it lit at his bedside mat
Besides the firelight at night
I’d always wondered why he’d bothered
To keep that relic of times long past
He’d always wondered why I’d ask
For his purpose seemed sure enough
And although my MagLite made him gasp
He said, “Such things will come to pass”.
Awash in fire and lamplight both
We’d sit together of a night
Ruminating each on the other’s plight
Mine modern –carefree, careless curiosities
His ancient –careworn, careful custodianship.
On those brightly lit city streets
Of which I had inordinate pride
Electric bulbs burn overhead
Besides the television light at night
Too tired to ponder, why even bother
To regard such technological badges
Those wondrous gizmo’s and cool gadgets
For my purpose seemed sure enough
And although my modernity makes me laugh
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He said, “Such things will come to pass”.
Awash in streetlamps and headlight beams both
There are no quiet sitting places
Every rambling soul has a lonely plight
In a brightly lit city with its haunted inhabitants
Or a village hut darkened by my bubu’s ghost.
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Sonnet 5: The old man in the cripple
chair
The old man in the cripple chair
Has been hawking that street corner
Longer than I can remember
And I have never seen his cheer.
That old man in the cripple chair
Has no time to spare for smiling
Selling wares to buyers willing
To part with just a little change.
A cardboard box plays on his lap
The music of our sympathy
The jingles of our currency
But I have never heard him laugh.
Won’t someone share with him a while
The priceless music in a smile?
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Welcome all to The World of If
Welcome all, to The World of If!
Where dreams are Butts and but’s What-Ifs.
Where everything’s If-possible,
All your wishes are If-able!
If you believe, If can be done.
Here Black&White If-xist as one.
Men&Women have If-nocent fun,
Playing naked under the sun.
Muslims, Christians, Buddhists, others?
All take-If their under-covers.
They run and play, without their guns.
Look, how cute, with their exposed buns!
(My goodness me, look at the nuns!)
And children, playing in the sand,
Watch as their parents, hand in hand,
Walk over to the other side
To greet If-someone’s, side-by-side.
We’re not too bothered, about rifts,
We Kiss-Butt&Make-If with gifts.
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Peace&Order rules with An-If
From The Prime Minister of Just-If.
We don’t deny our big What-Ifs
We’re all about Butts not But-If’s.
If-people live naked and free
In one big, badass If-country,
What a wonder for all to see,
What a great If-ing community!
Yes, welcome to The World of If,
If-possible, just think, What-If…
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Sijo for Papua New Guineans
Coast-lander:
You say I
Am of the highlands;
Stone headed and hard hearted.
But my children dance
Amidst heavens fresh tears,
Shed on mighty peaks;
Whose sweet strength
You cannot taste,
In salty seas where you fish.

Highlander:
You say I
Am of the coastlands;
Sleek skin salted and sun-lazed.
But my children dance
Beside the pregnant swell
Of the deep blue sea;
Whose warm love
You cannot touch,
On lonely peaks where you hunt.
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Queen Pacifica
Melanesian, Micronesian, Polynesian,
She resides with the sea
And her tide draws all men,
Young and old alike;
Where the continents of man fail,
This vast Pacific, she reigns.
Oh Queen Pacifica,
Whose crucifix graces your night sky?
Whose jealous eyes caress you
Amidst those rain-fed peaks and salted depths?
You are His servant
And the mistress of all my earthly desires.
You are my obsidian dream
And I will quarry your love
In the Temples of Oblivion,
Reveal your secrets to me!
Let us strike a mortal bargain
To smite the dull frame of night.
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Things I like which you make so
I like the scent of citrus, freshly cut,
when I am reading in the lounge, and you
are in the kitchen preparing our lunch;
which is just tinned fish, tomatoes and bread,
with extra butter, the way you make it.
I like the sound of ice, in a glass cup,
when you bring me fruit juice and Panadol,
to ease the high fever I am running;
which is malarial of course, and bad,
but you make it alright to be unwell.
I like the touch of satin, and your hand
on my cheek, when I play at being asleep,
but I’m spying beneath drowsy eyelids;
which is silly, when you know it’s an act,
but you make it a moment we both like.
I like when you enter, while I’m hiding
behind the bedroom door to surprise you,
and you don’t see me until it’s too late;
which sometimes makes you very cross with me,
and then my peace is when you make it so.
I like all the glass stuff, which we both own,
like the glass table where we eat and work,
and the glass vase that we put flowers in;
which are not cheap, like we say we can be,
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but our life is dear the way we make it.
I like private thoughts, popping in my head,
with a look in your eyes or a slow dance,
while our favourite music is playing;
which is not always, but often enough
to make it something to look forward to.
I like falling asleep, on the sofa,
with you, while the movie plays itself out,
so we have to watch it over again;
which is what happens when we’re good kittens
and time is as good as we could make it.
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Else where
Adrift
Aboard
A bed, neither drowsing nor dreaming:
Awake.
Well, sort of
Afloat,
In your wake;
Where are you now?
I think
It is morning _:_
Time stretches, so we make it go in circles instead.
When did you give me this watch?
The hands have stopped ––magic!
Time stuck in the doldrums?
Today, yesterday’s now,
A cyclone was here.
The minutes scattered all around us,
Hours were lost.
And
now
here is
somewhere
Else
‘Else’?
‘Else’ is different, not the same,
Otherwise
E-L-S-E is four letters for ‘not here’,
And that makes seven letters for ‘absence’, i.e. away, A-WA-Y.
I see circles everywhere,
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Or else
In my head;
Muddling… _:_
A cyclone was here.
I’m picking through the jetsam of words.
No, not just words ––vocalisations:
The emotions you sound.
I’m excavating the hush you left behind.
Behind, that’s this else, where
I’m sifting through the flotsam of feelings.
No, not mere feelings ––ministrations:
The motivations you arouse.
I’m exhuming the queen-sized remains.
Remains strewn everywhere else too,
Not only the bed sheets and crumpled pillows;
Mmm, but, those remind me... _:_
A cyclone was here.
And this bedroom needs cleaning,
So,
where in
else is the broom?
I think
I miss you.
It is night _:_
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As I bask in her afterglow
If it is her love that awakens
Sunrise’s subliminal song
I would bask in her afterglow anon
Drowsy headaches, muffled yawns
Odors of Arabica will remedy these
Ruby’s surreal melody stirs easily
And Weetbix is best in bed with Isi.
Golden day invades our lair
And we laze in her envious blaze
Like lizards in limbo
Intertwined in our dreaming
Knowing every waking moment
Enters an unknown destiny, where
Only time offers hope or meaning.
Reservations for two
At our secluded café? Rather, today
Meet me at the training hall
In your Puma’s and blues
Together we’ll walk a mile a way’s
Another sunrise awaits your say.
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Sonnet 14: Getting bruised
In this ring you should get hit often,
Early on, as much as possible: want it.
In fact, walk right into it and always
Make sure you’re hit hard and that it hurts much,
Especially when you fall on your face;
Don’t try to save face let that get bruised too.
Believe me you don’t want to forget this
No matter what advice that well meaning
Friends offer, they’re wrong. Do it again.
Get off the canvass and go back swinging.
Jump in the ring and walk into that punch.
Friends, no one can tell you what love feels like;
Keep your punches true; get hit where you must;
Don’t back down from a good toe-to-toe match.
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Giving back
2014 – 2015
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A poem of a poem
A poem may be
wonderfully challenging to write
Why should it be too easy,
if it is to be a delight?
Nothing that has value comes
without some struggle or a fight.
A poem may flow with grace,
flawlessly for our delight.
Why should it stutter, stumble,
deny, defy the skill to write?
Anything of beauty and truth
should not spite one to fight.
A poem may sit on a page,
no need to pick a fight,
Rather, it could care less
if it causes one grief or delight.
Something of moment passes
and becomes the cause to write.
A poem fights, it writes
of one grief or delight, moving,
But sitting still as a rock,
unchanged, its role is changing
Everything and always,
without rest, its war is raging.
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Eat poems, drink them
Eat poems,
Drink them.
At first
You meet it
It is a high feeling
Your heart soars upon it
Your mind races towards it
Your hand reaches out for it
To catch a fleeting thought
To capture lightning bolts!
To clasp at fleeing breath?
Gasp! But no! Suck it in!
Swallow it to your belly
Let ferment, foment fully
Let the fleet feat stand still
Let lightning come to earth
Let words be your breath
Make it a deep feeling.
Then let it speak.
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Sonnet 18: Shy smiles by the road –
sweet misdirection
I saw her that morning, across the road,
Watched her supple form, her feet firm in grace
I witnessed sweet beauty smashed like a toad!
Smacked that booty into deaths cold embrace
Some Member made the road – re-election –
We kids played there, till hair and breasts begun…
Shy smiles by the road – sweet misdirection –
Now blood stained glass glitters in the mad sun.
I watched in horror the cruel crowds surround,
Felt their shock, pain and tears – grief turned to rage!
For her fate was sealed when none were around
And her tale is not on today’s front page.
No one heard the resign of her mother
“At least my girl is free of her father”.
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What I was told; my parents scold
What I was told; my parents scold
“You be good and do as your told!”
Thought I, “other kids don’t do that!”
They have great fun no matter what
Do’s and don’ts that they have been told.
So I had fun and I grew bold
I teased one kid, I called him fat
Some puny kid, I knocked him flat!
Then someone told.
My father called, my blood ran cold
I felt my tummy start to fold
One look at me and then he spat
“You boy are being a little brat”
He spanked me until my tears rolled
My mother said, with arms-a-fold
Do as your told.
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A rondeau for Dollorose Fong Roka
No words, my friend, bring back the dead
No thoughts conveyed, nor tears we shed
Recede the loss, nor ease the pain.
Silent, alone, we hear the rain
The sound of peace – not words, my friend.
What mute verse can I send instead?
When consoling words become vain –
Not thoughts, not tears, God sends us rain.
His words, my friend.
In life we struggle till the end
Joy, grief and peace swing hand-in-hand
Seek hope – do not avoid sweet pain
For this wisdom comes, like the rain,
That after grief we understand
God’s love, my friend.
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Love peace; seek harmony – win gold
What I was told by someone old
Is, “Do your best, be brave; be bold
God does the rest, He knows your needs
If others spite you, don’t take heed.
Instead you must trust God, who told
The sun to shine, trust Him who holds
The moon in tow – in thought, in deed,
Keep faith – it grows like mustard seeds
With fruits ten-fold.”
Do your best, as cruel life unfolds,
Remember then what you were told,
For all the things we think we need
Will break or fade and death will cede
Love peace; seek harmony – win gold
So I was told.
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We have bled into us
Unfettered – without the caution of years –
We are the brave; soon battle scarred victors.
Unlike cadets who dared not charge the field
We fed our fetish, at once friend and foe,
Upon rampant beasts beset each other
With only our hearts as rocks to bludgeon.
Until at last, steeped in our shared carnage,
We had bled, mortal wounds, each into each,
Utterly spent – those youthful years for which
We grieve grateful tears – un-alone at last.
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The Improbable Geometry of You & Me
Darling, you are my missing ampersand.
Our togetherness is hand-in-hand
& when we travel places far & wide
Those long distances too are side-by-side.
Even on some remote, outstretched beach,
There in your heart keep me just within reach.
You & me, we, are always parallel
We are: near & far, at infinity…
There is no geometry to dispel
This improbability – you & me.
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Tanka at the sportsmen’s bar:
coloured bottles bob
to my eyes these are gemstones
light explodes in spumes
a sour flood warms my belly
in the wave of each fresh draught
drinking rainbows
I am resting the dragon
on wet glass
ice rocks crackle
day blends into night
first or last dog watch?
sitting at this bar – my pew
far away at sea
ship ahoy! Nubile sirens
eight bells ringing between decks
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Tanka: tok-singsing
ai bilong nait
raunim poin,

ikam, ikam
klostu tru nau

solwara bai tok-singsing
arere long nambis

English translation

the eye of night
bouts the point,

rising, rising

very soon now
salt-water will speak poems
at the fringes of the shore
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small listening devices
there are squillions
washed up on shore
every day
but
you ask me about
this little shell
on my shelf

too often
we have ignored
such trivial things

this one
i noticed
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somewhere by the sea
on a seashore
somewhere

skittering fiddler crabs perform a ballet dance

among bursting bubbles

as the ocean retreats

leaving

thin salt tinged scars

tear tracks

on tan brown cheeks
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I do not know
I do not know what made them go,
Those braves young blokes so long ago,
Those faithful sons you sent to war.
Was it glory, mateship, honour;
For freedom, from violent foe?
And when they fell, so far from home,
Did their souls rest whence they had roamed?
Does God forgive you their horror?
I do not know.
Many died young, still bright and bold.
Their hopes and dreams did not unfold.
We, who now live by their valour,
Spend just one dawn to remember;
Will we keep faith as day grows old?
I do not know.
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Love your children
Listen my friend, love your children.
Not only their birth, but who being;
Not only their lives, but how to;
Not only their laughter, but why so;
Not only their walking, but where to;
No, really listen to me; love your children.
Not only their life, but what good;
Not only their livelihood, but whose chores;
Not only their happiness, but how so;
Not only their adventures, but which path;
Yes, my friend, really love your children.
Not only their pride, but how true;
Not only their rights, but when wrong;
Not only their rejections, but what reasons;
Not only their bitter grief, but how sweet;
Now my friend, really love your children.
Not only their faith, but why doubts;
Not only their victory, but when failing;
Not only their wants, but what needs;
Not only their present, but which future;
Listen my friend, love your children.
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